
Tucker Carlson’s Interview with Former
President Trump Overwhelms Republican Debate
on Fox

written by GEG | August 25, 2023

Tucker Carlson’s interview with former President Donald Trump aired on X/ Twitter at the
same time as the other Republican candidates’ debate on Fox News. The post with Trump’s
interview was viewed over 300 million times.

Tucker Carlson Reports on Kakhovka Dam
Explosion in Russian-Occupied Ukraine
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The Kakhovka dam was built by the Russian government and sits in Russian-controlled
territory in Ukraine. The dam’s reservoir supplies water to Crimea. It is unlikely that
Putin would attack his own people. Carlson said that if the dam was destroyed
intentionally, it is an act of terrorism.

Tucker Carlson Was Ousted from His Top-Rated
Fox News Show with 3 Million Viewers 
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Fox Corporation stock fell $1 billion after the announcement of Tucker Carlson’s
termination. He had the largest voice in freedom oriented media. The reason for his
ouster has not been revealed but there is speculation that it was related to his
coverage and criticism of controversial topics.

Jan. 6 ‘QAnon Shaman’ Released from Prison
Weeks after Tucker Carlson Aired J6 Video
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Tucker Carlson showed new video evidence of Capitol cops escorting Chansley down the
halls of the building and through the doors of the US Senate, prompting his former
attorney to demand his onetime client be freed. Democrats ‘savaged’ Carlson for showing
the video, and he did not publish any more J6 videos.

Tucker Carlson Stands Firm after Losing 3
More Advertisers to Leftist Blacklisting
Campaign
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Carlson lost three advertisers on Monday because of that but vowed to stand against
intimidation and to report the truth. Fox News is supporting Carlson against the
intimidation campaign by Moveon.org, Media Matters, and Sleeping Giants.
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Antifa Mob Made Violent Threats at Tucker
Carlson’s Home After Doxxing Him.  Ann
Coulter and Sean Hannity Were Also Doxxed.
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‘Smash Racism DC’ posted a video to Twitter showing the crowd chanting “racist scumbag,
leave town!” and “Tucker Carlson, we will fight! We know where you sleep at night!” The
group left minutes after the police arrived — and no arrests were made.
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